Minutes of Graduate Linguistics Association  
November 8, 2013

1. The meeting was called to order by Holly Williams at 11.00 AM.

2. Attendance

   Holly Williams        Melissa Bell-Thomson
   Sang-Hee Park         Karl Sarvestani
   Rebecca Calvetti     Derry Moore
   Nina Gray             Alice Mitchell
   Robert Hepburn        Katharina Pabst
   Shea Menge

3. Business
   a. Linguistics co-sponsorship request from the Society of Feminists (10 opposed, 1 abstention)
   b. German Film Series request to book room in the name of the GLA (11 in favor)
   c. Tutorial Proposals
      • LaTex – Nina/CEO (series)
      • BibTex – Karl/Kristin/CEO (series)
      • ELAN – Randi/(Derry) (single)
      • FLEX – Jenny?
      • Praat – Karl/Hye-Jong/(Derry) (series) → November 22, 2013
      • Website Design – Holly/Yoshi/CEO (series)
      • Abstract writing
         o Holly will ask possible presenters if they are willing to present
         o All tutorials will happen in Spring 2014 except for the Praat tutorial
   d. Linguistics Film Series (11 in favor)
      • The Linguists
      • If these Knishes Could Talk
      • Speaking in Tongues
      • American Tongues
      • Mountain Talk
      • Conlang Series
         o Rebecca, Derry, and Katharina are in charge of the film series

4. Adjournment

Respectfully submitted,
Katharina Pabst
Secretary